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The Juniper Literary Prizes The Juniper Literary Prizes showcase distinctive and fresh voices and share their
work with a wide array of readers. Did we miss a writing competition? Thank you! The contest is open to
prose works of fiction, non-fiction or creative non-fiction with a maximum length of words. Our judging
process is unique and very transparent. Submit your work to these competitions for a chance to win notoriety,
rewards and of course, cash prizes. I also love the way you communicate with your writers. Let us know in the
comments or by tweeting at us, astrohaus. When I enter your website, a feeling of grace, kindness, and
generosity of spirit prevails. Or Subscribe to The Muffin via Feedburner to receive posts via e-mail. Use
Sprinter , our online, distraction-free writing tool. Highest overall score wins in each of the four categories:
short story, novelette, novella, and novel! Do you have a question about the contest? The contest is open to
students in grades K Or a company interested in donating products to our winners? Winners are chosen by
blind judging. Electronic submissions via e-mail only; reprints are okay; simultaneous submissions okay;
reprints okay; multiple submissions are okay as long as they are submitted in their own individual e-mail.
Thank you for running such an organized contest and supporting women writers! Limit: entries. Amazing
Women's Edition Tell us about an amazing woman. The Nelligan Prize is offered annually. The mission of
this contest is to inspire creativity, communication, and well-rewarded recognition to contestants. You have to
be the most encouraging people I have ever met! Instead of editors, we match your work with private beta
readers on our fresh. If you want to receive updates when we update this list, sign up for updates! Four
finalists make the shortlist, from which the judges choose the winner. Produce your best work by staying
productive and creative. You have given me more than you know. For that reason, we compiled a
comprehensive and up-to-date list of the best writing contests in  Open internationally.


